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This Month’s Meeting -

Thursday 28th March

Please note the date of the meeting

Nick Heywood explains:-

The reason for the change of date is

that our speaker for the evening is

unable to make it on the 20th. As I had

been trying to tie him down for a year I

was not going to let him get away!

Ben Ashman is going to give us a

presentation assisted by our very own

Andrew Bill. They flew along the River

Severn following the Bore. They are

going to be talking about that and

showing a film of their flight.

I hope you will all turn out in force and

support it. Rather a lot of effort has gone

into getting it organised. We will be

starting at 8.00pm.

Our talk for February was well attended,

we had 35 members turn up. It was a bit

"Snug" in there.

Our speaker for the night was Mike

Doyle-Davidson. He told us about his

career in the Royal Air Force, from the

recruitment office, through training to

finally becoming a navigator on the

Vulcan. The majority of his presentation

was about the Vulcan and very

interesting it was too. Judging from the

questions and comments later I think

everybody else also found it entertaining.

After the talk the bar was jammed up for

quite a while and Mike Edwards had to

throw the last stragglers out so I think

that says it was a success.

Quote of the Month

“In soloing -- as in other activities -- it

is far easier to start something than

it is to finish it.” — Amelia Earhart,

Membership Renewal

The Treasurer has had a good response

from members regarding the

completion of membership forms and

payment of subscriptions. However, at

the time of going to print there are 17

members who have not yet renewed for

2013. It would be helpful if they would

return their forms and subscription as

quickly as possible or let the Treasurer

know that they are not renewing their

Please note the change of date for this meeting
only - Thursday  28th March
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membership. There are also a few

members who have paid their

subscription but have not completed a

form. If you are one of them it would be

helpful if you would complete and return

a completed membership form as soon

as possible.

Safety
A Deuce of a day - by Andrew John

A cold and very clear December

afternoon found me in my Himax

fixed wing microlight, patiently awaiting

the arrival of an aircraft downwind for

runway 28 at Croft Farm. With my checks

completed and the Rotax 447 two stroke

engine warming up nicely during the five

minute wait, I lined up on 28 once the

Eurostar had vacated the strip. Finally

rolling, with max 6000 rpm, I was off the

soggy surface within 75 yards and held in

ground effect until the speed built up to

55mph when I began a steady climb at

600 feet per minute with all instruments

normal.

Suddenly, without warning, the engine

lost power and would not respond to

changes in the throttle setting, finally

stopping. My height at this point was

about 350 feet above  very sodden arable

acres glistening below. Fortunately my

only chance of a safe emergency landing

was about half a mile to my right, the one

remaining paved runway left on Defford

Airfield. Over the last two years I had

studied this possible escape route on

numerous departures from Croft Farm,

should I ever need it; this time I needed

it badly! In my mind the word ‘Aviate’

echoed loud and clear as I lowered the

nose towards the threshold half a mile

away, converting height into speed and

distance, touching down 150 yards on to

the runway. Much relieved, I set about

checking all was well with the airframe,

having been aware of a noisy landing on

the now rough wartime surface.

I was soon joined by two colleagues who

had been alerted to the incident. They

both assisted as I checked for fuel leaks

and any contamination in the gascolator

and carburettor bowls, neither of which

had any. Once primed the engine started

once more and when tested to max revs

seemed perfectly normal. After a long

engine run and a short practice take off

hop I decided to risk flying back the short

distance to land on 10 at Croft farm even

though the wind was a light westerly.

Taxiing back to the northerly end of the

600 yard runway I turned and applied full

power before releasing the brakes and

rolling into a blinding low sun and made

a  normal take off .

My intention was to gain sufficient height

to cross the boggy fields and land back at

base less than a mile away. The engine

sounded strong and healthy on max revs,

so I decided to climb for safety and test

the engine within gliding distance of 10.

At about 450ft  the engine again failed

and shut down. In anticipation of this

happening I lowered the nose

immediately and used the height gained

to turn onto 10 to make a passable dead

stick landing coming to a halt no more

than 20 yards from my starting point for

the first flight earlier. (See photo below)

Back at the hanger the ‘debrief’ began

with those who had witnessed one or

both emergencies. Two forced landings in

a day was indeed pushing my luck but I

was at least back at base and both the

aircraft and myself were mercifully in one

piece. Time was getting on and the light

was fading, so feeling somewhat

shattered I postponed a PM until the next
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day and tucked Chocolat II back into the

hanger, and returned home for a stiff

whisky!

Altogether it was a Deuce of a Day!

Post Mortem

Firstly, I had not run the engine for over

three weeks when it had performed

perfectly on a one hour flight. I had left

a full tank of fuel ready for the next

flight. Start up had been normal on full

choke. Warm up had been at low revs for

nearly ten minutes waiting for runway

clearance. Pre take off checks were

normal and the CHT and EGT’s

satisfactory, with the fuel gauge

indicating nearly full.

First and Second engine failures

On both occasions combustion ceased

completely after a few seconds. Throttle

settings had no effect. Back on the

ground the primer bulb took several

‘pumps’ to harden up, indicating the

carburetor bowl had been empty. Once

again primed the engine fired and

operated normally.

Initial conclusion

There had been a fuel

blockage/obstruction of some kind. The

next day I disassembled the fuel system

from the tank to the gascolator and

checked the fuel flow to the pump and

carburetor. All seemed normal with

nothing obvious to cause a blockage.

Finally I did a normal start up followed by

an extended ground run on max revs

which was satisfactory with no sign at all

of misfiring.

Possible causes

Air lock or blockage in the fuel line.

Blocked jet/tank vent. Ignition (unlikely).

Carburettor icing (unlikely).

Final conclusion

Later, by coincidence, following a very

cold snap, I discovered that the fuel cap

air vent had probably been a victim of

frozen moisture at the time, originating

from a small hole in the hanger roof,

dripping water onto the engine cowling

above the hinged access to the fuel cap,

over several nights of sub zero

temperatures.

Following thorough checks, I flew again,

some six weeks after the event, with no

problems at all and the instruments

indicating normal readings.

(Note that both the cover plate and the

fuel cap are metal which would support

Andrew’s conclusion that the engine

failures had been caused by a vacuum in

the fuel tank created by the iced up vent

hole. Ed)

Lessons learned

1.Never assume anything!  The smallest

item left unchecked can set off a chain

reaction ending in a disaster. My preflight

checks have been modified accordingly.

2.My pre-take off engine run will now

include maximum revs for at least 30

seconds.

3.Plan ahead should you ever need to

have an emergency landing, particularly

in the vicinity of your home airfield.

4.Finally, ‘safe in a hanger’ can be a

misconception!
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History

Weather (aftercast from Gloucester) :-

8th Dec 2012 for 1320 hrs :- Wind 270 @

5kts. Vis. 10k with some Cloud @ 2,800

ft, Temp 8 deg C.

Dew Point +2.  QNH 1026 hectp.

Locally:-

Overnight heavy frosts for several nights

Himax G-CBNZ

Airframe :- 211 Hrs

Engine Total :- 230 hrs.  Since last

decoke:- 30 hrs.

The Engine is fan cooled with ducted air

to heat the carburetor.

Fuel:- Unleaded Mogas plus 2 Stroke oil

@ 50:1

Tank capacity :- 20 litres    Fuel on board

:- 18 lts

Defford Aerodrome was used during the

Second World War  for the successful

development of blind landing systems. In

recent years as a satellite tracking

station, now partly dismantled. During

the early fifties my brother and I would

cycle  ten miles to watch the aircraft

movements there.

Flight to North Wales, 2nd March -

by Alan Coulon

The forecasting gurus had been

building up hopes for the previous

seven days; so I prepared the Quik on

Friday pm and booked out at Staverton

ATC by e-mail (see, you thought I

couldn’t do tech) for 9-00 am Saturday.

I arrived at the Shack an hour early and

pre-flighted, by then Mike Edwards had

arrived and moved the Spam Cans, you

know those things with a pole that seem

to fix in the floor between your knees,

cleared for 04 and depart to the NW, yes

vis marginal 2000ft being the maximum

height. Past Dave Nixon’s new strip,

Gloucester asked me to report at

Bromyard and then advised changing to

London, oddly enough very smooth air

until Clee Hill. At Wenlock Edge we were

getting bright blinding patches, I could

not believe it – the sun! Passing all the

known airfields Chirk appeared and I

dropped down to 1000ft, funny old place

lots of woolly lawnmowers and their

offspring on the runway, so buzzed them

and did a circuit. The surface was

obviously soggy and sheepsh spattered,

but worse than that down hill (if you visit

land from north, less scary). Prostate

break then on to Mona an interesting leg

up and down amongst the clouds, 2000ft

hills below and a base of an airway

4500ft, so I was ready to do a 180°,

coasted out at Colwyn Bay and was asked

to report down wind 04. A beautiful

airfield, desolate area, very welcoming -

five pounds fee and you need Crown

Indemnity. On to Caernarfon for lunch.

Met up with fellow lawnmower engine

propelled deckchair owners. Going out

was amusing as an instructor was taking

a student on a first lesson; his PTT was

stuck on transmit so the constant stream

of instructions was an entertaining

background to the normal radio calls until

I was out of range. Flying down the Lleyn

peninsular to Rhos, Alan Chalkley’s

airfield that has three strips in the form

of an A, I opted for the long one uphill,

crosswind with a 10° tailwind component.

After an amusing chat with Alan and his

neighboring blade owner I set off back to

Gloucester at 15-30, 150 miles of still air,

London all the way except for a chat with

Shobdon as I went through their

overhead at 6000ft. Coming into

Gloucester vis very poor, was given a

downwind join 04, number two to a very

slow Cessna. I was expecting a ‘land

after’ instruction which means you can

continue your approach while the a/c in

front of you is still on the runway. In this

case it did not work because of slow

clearance. “G-PR go around”, I say again

“Go around”. I replied “Going around”

and requested a tight circuit within the

airfield. “G-PR approved” came the

instant response. Two minutes later I was

back on final, taxi to the Shack, job done.

G-CFPR P & M Quikr

Pilot Alan Coulon

Flying time 4.28hrs

Total time 5.9hrs
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Average speed 79mph

Internet - BMAA News

The CAA have introduced a new

medical form  and notes for pilots

which is available for download from the

BMAA website - www.bmaa.org. The

BMAA have also re-opened their Twitter

account which can be accessed at

https://twitter.com/bmaauk.

Fly-ins

Myron, the Summer Events Coordinator

has been busy assembling venues for the

coming Wednesday evening fly-Ins. He

would like some help as follows:-

“During this year’s fly in season we may

well have the opportunity to visit some

interesting venues which will not actually

be hosted by anyone resident at that

particular field. We could say  bring your

own flask and sandwiches, but if anyone

from the club was willing to step forward

to host the event that would be a better

outcome. Possible venues so far might be

Calcot and Bulley, there may be others.

If you feel you could put a bit back into

the club by organising the catering for

one of these events can you please

contact Myron and make yourself known.

You would only be involved in the

catering, none of the flying

arrangements.”

If you can help please contact him on

07976-968206 or by e-mail at

myron@hamshill.co.uk

The Good Old Days?

Flightline July - August 1982

"Because of the ever changing

designs and the large range of

microlights currently available, many

people who want to become involved

with the sport are reluctant to commit

themselves to a £3000 - odd financial

outlay.”

With these words Long Marston Aviation

Company director Nick Jerromes has

launched what he hopes will be the

answer to the problem - the Microlite

Airforce.

The idea is that those who join the

airforce will be entitled to fly various

aircraft owned by their local squadron,

the first and so far the only squadron

being, not surprisingly, at Long Marston

itself.

Three grades of membership are offered.

Non-Commissioned Flying Officer grade

cost £250 plus VAT and includes a

groundschool course and  5 hour two -

seater familiarisation, plus a training

pack which can be used as a

correspondence course, an exam at the

end of the course and use of club social

facilities etc.

Those who have completed the training

course or who have a PPL Group D can

opt for Qualified Flying Officer grade,

which for £550 plus VAT gives access to

the squadron's Pathfinder, Scorpion,

Eagle Robin, 2 and 3 axis Hummers, and

a dual Quicksilver. Nick says these are

shortly to be augmented by a Puma,

Flexiform Striker, Mirage, solo

Quicksilver, Goldwing, Microbipe and

Swallow.

All aircraft will be registered and will

carry third party insurance, strobe,

parachute, field service kit, air to ground

communication and an aircraft log.

Teenagers between 13 and 17 can

become Cadet members, who for £35

plus VAT will receive various goodies

including  groundschool lectures and,

provided their parent or guardian

approves, two - seater instruction at

"discount rates".

In the same edition there was a long

article detailing “what must be the

longest ever British delivery flight for a

microlight”. Ian Stokes and Barry Gordon

flew a two-seater Quicksilver MX

(flexwing) from Lincolnshire to Cornwall.

In the course of the flight they landed
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alongside garages and topped up with

fuel. Weather delayed them but,

eventually, after 10 hours flying, 91 litres

of fuel and 300 miles they arrived at

Davidstow near Bodmin. An epic flight in

those days but probably just  a day out

for some of our modern aircraft. How

things have progressed!

Dates for your Diary

9th – 14th April 2013 – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida. www.sun-n-fun.org

20th – 21st April 2013 – Nationals

Round 1, Clench Common. To be con-

firmed. Contact dr@robbinsfamily.co.uk

31st May – 2nd June 2013 – Aero-

Expo UK, Sywell Aerodrome. www.expo-
aero/uk

20th – 22nd June 2013 – Round Britain

Rally. Contact John Moore 07793 756129

or www.cyberstitch.me.com

29 July – 4th August 2013 – EAA Air

Venture, Oshcosh, Wisconsin.

www.eaa.org
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Postscript
In February John Sparks took to the skies and
came across pockets of fog but was still able to
fly VFR as this photo shows.

This month Andrew John  took advantage of
the conditions and came across an inversion
but could still see the ground as the photo
below shows.

In both cases interesting photos came from
what appeared, at first, to be adverse
conditions.


